In this work, we aim to segment and detect water in videos. Water detection is beneficial for appllications such as video search, outdoor surveillance, and systems such as unmanned ground vehicles and unmanned aerial vehicles. The specific problem, however, is less discussed compared to general texture recognition. Here, we analyze several motion properties of water. First, we describe a video pre-processing step, to increase invariance against water reflections and water colours. Second, we investigate the temporal and spatial properties of water and derive corresponding local descriptors. The descriptors are used to locally classify the presence of water and a binary water detection mask is generated through spatio-temporal Markov Random Field regularization of the local classifications. Third, we introduce the Video Water Database, containing several hours of water and non-water videos, to validate our algorithm. Experimental evaluation on the Video Water Database and the DynTex database indicates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, outperforming multiple algorithms for dynamic texture recognition and material recognition by ca. 5% and 15% respectively.
Introduction
The goal of this work is water detection in both natural and man-made environments from videos. Spatio-temporal water detection finds applications in unmanned ground and aerial systems (e.g. self driving cars, and UAV's [1] ), outdoor surveillance, video search, and wildlife search. These applications are highlighted in Figure 1 . To the best of our knowledge, related work focusses on texture recognition in general, and thus does not specifically explore the motion properties of water.
We focus on investigating the spatio-temporal motion properties of water. In biological studies, the visual properties of water have been investigated in order to understand the visual attractiveness of water in human and animal vision. From the work of Schwind [2] , it is known that water insects are attracted to the horizontal polarization caused by the reflections of water surfaces. This observation has for example been used to explain why certain insects lay eggs on highways [3] . In videos however, polarization information is not captured. Human observers are still experts at water detection without polarization information, indicating that water contains valuable spatio-temporal motion properties that can be exploited. Here, we investigate which spatio-temporal motion properties make water distinctive.
Current methods for automatic water detection can be divided into two categories: in specialized systems or as part of a broader recognition framework. In the broader fields of material recognition [4, 5, 6] and dynamic texture recognition [7, 8, 9, 10] water is one of the target classes. In these works, the objective is to minimize the miss-classification rate over all classes and as a result, the distinctive properties of water specifically are not investigated. Furthermore, the focus is generally on classification or segmentation, but not on the joint problem as posed here. On the other hand, water detection in specialized settings, such as autonomous driving [11] and in maritime settings [12] , either make non-generalizable restrictions on the movement and orientation of cameras [11] or use auxiliary data sources in their measurements [12, 13, 14] . To address the limitations of related work with respect to water detection specifically, this work provides an investigation into the temporal and spatial behaviour of water scenes.
This work reports three contributions. (1) We introduce a video pre-processing step to remove background reflections and inherent water colours. (2) We introduce a hybrid spatial and temporal descriptor for local water classification. For the temporal descriptor, we analyse the periodicity and regularity of local water patches and derive a descriptor that captures these elements. For the spatial descriptor, we advocate Local Binary Patterns and we investigate what makes them suitable for local water detection. (3) We introduce a new dataset, the Video Water Database, for experimental evaluation and to encourage research into this topic. The Video Water Database, further discussed in section 5, along with the code used in the experimentation will be made publicly available to encourage further research into this topic.
This work extends an earlier investigation into this topic [15] (a) Surveillance.
(b) Water hazards [11] .
(c) Aerial water maps [13] .
(d) Wildlife search [1] . Figure 1 : Visual examples of practical applications that benefit from water detection.
in multiple aspects. An improvement is proposed in the preprocessing stage to deal with areas on the border of multiple objects of reflection, by modeling the density of pixel values over time. Also, further analysis is performed to investigate whether the hybrid descriptor is able to capture the spatial and temporal behaviour water ripples. In the experiments, we evaluate whether our method can generalize to water conditions and water types not seen during training. Lastly, another fusion of the temporal and spatial descriptor is evaluated. The layout of the rest of this paper is as follows. In section 2, an overview of water detection in related work is provided. Section 3 introduces the pre-processing step of the videos and the analysis of the local behaviour of water. This is followed by the discussion on local probabilistic classification and spatiotemporal regularization in section 4. Finally, section 5 provides the experimental evaluation of the algorithm and the paper is concluded in section 6.
Related work
Given the lack of specific attention given to water detection, an overview is provided with respect to two broader recognition tasks: material recognition and dynamic texture recognition. Also, an overview of water localization in specialized systems is provided.
Water in material recognition
The classification of materials and static textures in images has a long history of investigation [6, 16, 17, 18] . Works on this topic are in line with Biederman [19] , who conjectured that materials are recognized in human vision by their surface characteristics such as texture and colour. Well-known exemplary approaches include the use of filter bank distributions [20] , Local Binary Patterns [17] , and image patch exemplars [18] . In recent works, a shift has been made from image databases made in a laboratory setting [17, 20, 18 ] to real-world image databases [4, 5, 6] . In these works, a range of surface characteristics, e.g. texture, colour, reflectance, and curvature, is extracted to find out what characteristics are best for classification. The results of these works indicate that spatial information is informative for distinguishing different materials. For water detection in videos however, there are two limiting aspects. First, only the spatial characteristics are investigated, excluding valuable temporal information. Second, research into material recognition has focused mostly on solving the classification problem or the segmentation problem, but not their joint problem.
Water in dynamic texture recognition
Dynamic textures are part of a class of motions with either structural or statistical similarity in both space and time [21] . Exemplary dynamic textures include fire, water, flags, and weather patterns. One of the dominant approaches in dynamic texture recognition is based on optical flow statistics [10, 22, 23, 24] . In these approaches, either a global description is generated using invariant flow statistics such as characteristic direction and magnitude of flow vectors [23] , or flow vectors are binned into Histograms of Optical Flow (HOOF) [24] . The use of optical flow is intuitively interesting for water detection, as the spatio-temporal movement of water seems statistically different to related textures. The use of conventional optical flow is however problematic for water detection in videos, as water meets none of the requirements for a proper flow estimation: Lambertian surface reflectance, pure translational motion parallel to the image plane, and uniform illumination [25] . A representation using optical flow will therefore be heavily influenced by the noise of the flow estimation, which makes optical flow not desirable for water detection.
Another popular research direction focuses on modeling dynamic textures as Linear Dynamical Systems (LDS) [7, 8, 26, 27] . In dynamic texture recognition, the use of LDS has been made popular by Saison et al. [26] and Doretto et al. [8] , mostly due to the proposed efficient sub-optimal learning procedure. As the original formulation of LDS requires a modeling of whole videos, it is unfit for local detection purposes. In order to deal with multiple textures within a video, several extensions have been provided. These include mixtures of dynamic textures [7] , hierarchical EM clustering [28] , and Bags of Dynamical Systems [27] . These algorithms can potentially handle multiple textures in a video, but they have so far not been applied to detection problems. A noteworthy exception is the work of Ravichandran et al. [29] , where the joint segmentation and classification problem of dynamic textures is tackled by dividing a video into parts using Dynamic Appearance Images computed from LDS, after which the parts are represented by a bag-ofwords representation with SIFT features. The representations are however more general and not tailored to water detection. Also, it is explicitly assumed that the texture class of a pixel does not change over time, restricting potential applications. Rather than performing a holistic modeling as with LDS, this work attempts to detect water from a local scale. The local scale is essential, as water is not bound to specific shapes in a scene.
Notable is also the research on spatio-temporal Local Bi- The process of removing reflection highlights and water colours. Left: frame of a video containing water. Top middle and right: the temporal mode computed using Eq. 1 over the whole video and the corresponding residual of the frame, both for the selected red region. Bottom middle and right: the temporal mode computed using Eq. 2 and the corresponding residual.
nary Patterns for dynamic texture classification [30] . In the work of Zhao and Pietikäinen [30] , both Volume LBP (VLBP) and LBP-TOP are introduced. VLBP generates longer histograms by simply adding binary comparison to temporal neighbours. Since the length of the histogram increases exponentially with the number of comparisons, VLBP typically yields histograms the size of 2 14 or 2 26 . More compact representations can be generated with LBP-TOP, but still this leads to longer representations than the purely spatial variant [17] . The length of the feature representation limits the applicability of VLBP and LBP-TOP for local detection, but the lower dimensional spatial LBP remains interesting for water detection.
Water localization in specialized systems
Water detection has been investigated in specialized systems, including autoonomous driving systems [11, 31, 32] , maritime environments [12] , and using flying robots [13, 14] . Although these algorithms might provide a suitable solution in their restricted environment, none of the mentioned works are able to generalize to fully automatic water detection using minimally constrained video material.
In autonomous driving, several works have attempted to detect water hazard such as puddles and canals, in order to inform the autonomous agent. In the work of Rankin and Matthies [11] , colour and texture cues are combined with stereo information to indicate water regions. Furthermore, estimated elevations are used to detect ground regions, in order to decrease the false positive rate. A similar method is introduced in [32] . A subsequent performance evaluation by Rankin et al. [31] is also focused on the more specific scenario where stereo information is provided. In all works, additional sensors are used to help the detection problem. In both maritime settings and in works using flying robots, similar non-generalizable assumptions have been made, whether it is assuming that water is within a specific part of the frame [12] , requires a manual pre-processing step to identify sky regions [13] , or uses auxiliary sensors [13, 14] . The works do therefore not generalize to water detection with minimal camera assumptions and without additional sensors, rendering them impractical for the problem of this work.
Local spatio-temporal water analysis
Since natural water scenes are dominated by aspects such as water colours, sky reflection, and object reflections, the videos are first pre-processed in a single-pass offline process. The preprocessing of a video results in a residual video, where these aspects are removed, to focus solely on water waves and ripples. After that, the temporal and spatial behaviour of water is analysed, resulting in a novel temporal descriptor and the use of Local Binary Patterns [17, 33] as a spatial descriptor. By combining these descriptors into a hybrid descriptor, it becomes possible to locally detect water.
Residual videos
An important part in the process of detecting natural water scenes is dealing with the inherent variability of water, due to water colour, reflections, ripples, waves, and weather conditions. Instead of exploiting consistencies among these elements of variability, the focus of this work is to generate descriptions that are invariant to these variations.
To accommodate the temporal and spatial descriptor towards a distinctive water representation that is invariant to elements such as reflections and water colours, the videos in the database are first pre-processed. The goal of this step is to capture and subtract water reflections and colours from the video frames, yielding residual frames. The dominant reflections and colours are obtained for each pixel by computing the mode value over the frames. The underlying assumption is that water ripples and waves form a temporary disruption of an otherwise direct reflection. The most often occurring intensity values indicate the dominant water colours and reflections. As such, the temporal mode frame M of a video is defined pixel-wise as follows: The use of the temporal mode for each pixel is not a stable choice under all circumstances. Most notably, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , on strong edges, e.g. on the border of sky and object reflections, this approach yields a noisy result. To create more coherent residuals, Kernel Density Estimation [34] is performed over the set of intensity values for each pixel. In other words, for a pixel (x, y), the mode value is determined as:
where K h (·) denotes the Gaussian kernel and the bandwidth h is estimated using Scott's Rule [34] . In Fig. 2 , the mode frame using KDE is also shown for the example video. Contrary to the original method, this approach yields proper mode frames even at boundaries of two or more dominant colours. The frames of the videos are downsized to a quarter of their width and height, in order to remain computationally practical. This is since the use of Gaussian KDE over Eq. 2 increases the time complexity of computing the mode frame of a video from O(p(t + i)) to O(pti), with p the number of pixels, t the number of frames, and i the number of intensity values.
Local temporal water behaviour
For the temporal descriptor, a Eulerian approach is opted over a Lagrangian. In other words, rather than tracking pixels over time as is done with optical flow (the Lagrangian approach), the dynamics of water is investigated from static locations. The hypothesis behind this is that transitions of brightness values over time contain valuable information regarding the characteristics of water. It is hypothesized that they include gradual motion (waves enter and exit a local area smoothly), repetitive motion (waves re-occur in similar fashion over time), and regular motion (waves re-occur at similar intervals).
As the brightness transitions of individual pixels are sensitive to noise, the local temporal behaviour of water is analysed by averaging brightness values of a local region around a pixel. For a spatio-temporal video volume, an m-dimensional signal is generated by computing the mean brightness value of an n × n patch around a pixel for m consecutive frames. Note that this is similar to a 3D mean convolution filter of size n × n × m. The resulting list of brightness values can be seen as a signal. These signals exhibit more sinusoidal patterns when extracted locally from water regions than from non-water regions, as is expected from the hypothesized motion characteristics of water.
Using the signals obtained from the local 3D convolution, the primary concern becomes finding a descriptor that generates a small distance between two water signals and a large distance between a water and non-water signal with respect to the hypotheses. An obvious solution is to directly compute the 2 distance between two signals, i.e. to directly use the signals as the temporal water descriptor. This solution is however erroneous, as the signals lack a number of invariance properties. A descriptor based on the m-dimensional signals should in effect be invariant to temporal shifts, brightness shifts, and brightness amplitudes. This can be generated by computing the minimum distance between two signals S 1 and S 2 under all temporal shifts T , brightness shifts B, and amplitudes A:
The above equation is however prohibitively expensive. A more scalable approach is to create temporal and brightness shift invariance by computing the Fourier Transform. For an m-dimensional signal S , the m-dimensional Fourier transform F is computed as follows:
Note that in Eq. 4, the variable i does not denote the imaginary number, but the index of the Fourier transform; the imaginary number is for convenience written explicitly as √ −1. Computing distances between two Fourier signals creates (temporal and brightness) shift invariance in O(m log m) time. However, since the descriptor is not invariant against amplitudes, the final temporal descriptor is generated by performing 1 normalization. An invariance with respect to brightness amplitudes is desirable, as two descriptors with similar levels of regularity and repetition will have a large distance in both the original signal space and the Fourier transform space if their amplitudes are not similar (e.g. rough and calm water). Using the 1 normalization to add the final layer of invariance, a temporal water descriptor
as:
A practical justification of adding the layers of invariance is provided in Fig 3. In the example of the Figure, signals are randomly sampled from 3 water and 3 flag videos. In the 2D projection [35] of the original signals, the water and flag signals are completely indistinguishable. After adding the desired elements of invariance, the signals become nicely separable, even in a 2D projection of 200D descriptors.
Local spatial water behaviour
Although the above introduced water descriptor can capture the temporal behaviour of water, it explicitly ignores the spatial layout of water waves and ripples. Due to the deformable nature of water, a descriptor is desired that can provide spatial information without explicitly modeling water waves and ripples. To meet this desire, Local Binary Pattern histograms [17, 33] are investigated. LBP histograms have a number of benefits particularly desired properties for the purpose of this work. First and foremost, the spatial arrangement of individual pixels only extends to a one pixel neighbourhood. This is convenient, because of the deformations possible within a patch. On the other hand, the histograms are of sufficient dimensionality to be discriminative.
The LBP value of a single pixel is computed by comparing the intensity value of the pixel to nearby pixels. Here, the LBPvariant using the 8 direct neighbours is explored, i.e. the LBPvalue of a pixel is determined as:
where g c denotes the pixel to be evaluated and {g c p } 7 p=0 denotes the 8 direct neighbours. In order to compute a descriptor over a local region, the LBP-value is computed for each pixel in that region and placed in one of the 2 8 = 256 bins, according to the value yielded by Eq. 6.
The question remains whether the use of LBP histograms is beneficial for water specifically. To investigate this, a number of local patches of water and non-water videos are randomly extracted and trained using a linear classifier, in this case a linear Support Vector Machine. In Fig. 4 , both positively and negatively correlated Local Binary Pattern values are shown as a function of the coefficients of the trained Support Vector Machine. From that Figure, it can readily be observed that a LBP classifier fires on the edges of ripples. Furthermore, it has been observed in the analysis of the SVM classifier that only a third of the LBP values are positively correlated at all with water. A substantial part of the LBP values with more than two transitions (similar to the rightmost example of Fig. 4b ) are to some extend negatively correlated to water, indicating that the spatial layout of water waves and ripples is not chaotic and is characterized by smooth spatial transitions.
Note that the use of Local Binary Patterns results in a descriptor aimed at extracting gradient information. Throughout this work, it is however referred to as a spatial descriptor to exemplify the contrast to the temporal descriptor; the temporal descriptor tries to identify patterns in the temporal dimension, the spatial descriptor does the same in the two spatial dimensions.
Classification and regularization
Given the pre-processed videos and a local temporal and spatial descriptor, the final goal becomes generating a detection mask for each frame of a video. This is performed in two steps; direct probabilistic classification and spatio-temporal regularization. In the first step, a model is created from positively and negatively sampled descriptors. This model can then be applied to a test video, resulting in a large number of independent classifications. These classifications can already be served as detections by binarizing all the probabilities. As the learned model does not perfectly classify each local video volume, the output of the individual classifications is noisy and a form of regularization is required to generate coherent water detection masks.
The derived temporal and spatial descriptors are not used as local features for a more global encoding; rather, a model is generated directly from individual descriptors. In this work, both the early and late fusion variant are experimentally evaluated [36] . In early fusion, the temporal and spatial descriptors computed from a local video volume are first concatenated, after which a model is trained on these hybrid descriptors. Contrarily, in late fusion, a model is trained separately for the temporal and spatial descriptors, and the probability of a local video volume of being water is determined by averaging the scores from the two models.
Local probabilistic classification
Classification is performed by sampling local descriptors from training videos. These descriptors are then used as feature vectors for the training of the classifier, where the labels are inherited from the video from which they were sampled. As the total number of local video patches and volumes over all training videos is cumbersomely large, a random sampling approach is adopted here. To maximize coverage, each frame of each training video is evaluated, and a low number of descriptors are extracted from randomly sampled locations.
The yielded set of feature vectors are then fed to a Random Decision Forest [37] . The use of a Decision Forest is particularly interesting, since it provides probabilistic outputs and it inherently generates non-linear decision boundaries. Probabilistic outputs will prove to be useful, as the uncertainty can be used for regularizing the detection. Local descriptors are extracted and independently classified for each frame of a test video.
Spatio-temporal regularization
The procedure of Section 4.1 generates hundreds of individual local water probabilities per frame of a test video. As the classification procedure is not expected to be fully accurate, a number of miss-classifications are bound to occur, even within a single frame. The additional information gained by computing probabilities over binary labels opens up the possibility to handle classification outliers. Under the intuitive assumption that water regions have a high spatial support (i.e. there are a limited number of boundaries between water and non-water regions), a final detection map per frame of a video can be computed by means of regularization. Here, the regularization takes of form of a binary Markov Random Field [38] , that attempts to solve the following minimization objective:
where the unitary term V p denotes the match between the label of node p and its corresponding probability:
where P p denotes the probability of node p of being water. The pairwise term V pq of Eq. 7 follows the well-known 0/1 Potts model that enforces similarity between the labels of nodes from the same clique [38] . The term λ is a hyperparameter weighting the importance between the unitary and pairwise terms. An obvious choice of cliques in the Markov Random Field are the pairwise spatial neighbours within a single frame of a video. This would involve generating a single Markov Random Field for each frame. As it is furthermore desired to penalize different labelings at the same location between consecutive frames, the pairwise temporal neighbours are also used as cliques. This results in a single spatio-temporal Markov Random Field for each evaluated video.
Experimentation
To validate the proposed algorithm for water detection, the algorithm is evaluated on two different but related tasks; water detection and water classification-by-selection.
The detection quality of a video is defined as the average of the fit of the detection fit per frame. Formally, the detection fit D of a binarized video V compared to a ground truth mask M is defined as:
where |V| denotes the number of frames in V, V i denotes the i th frame, and d(V i , M) is defined as:
where W and H denote the width and height of the frame and the pixel values of the computed detection and the mask m are 1 for water and 0 otherwise. The classification-by-selection task is a more lenient task; given a selected area in a video, determine whether that area is a water surface or not. Although not as informative as the detection task, this task does offer several insights; it serves its own set of applications, such as human-aided water detection (i.e. water detection where the user specifies an interesting region). Also, it opens up the possibility for comparison against works from fields such as material and dynamic texture recognition.
The Video Water Database
Due to the lack of attention given to the specific task of water detection in videos, no database is available with a large enough quantity and variety for desirable evaluation. Therefore, the Video Water Database (VWD) is introduced here. This database contains several hours of video material of a wide range of water and non-water scenes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest database with video material on water.
In total, the database consists of 260 videos, where each video contains between 750 and 1500 frames, all with a frame size of 800×600. The water class consists of 160 videos of predominantly 7 subcategories; canals, fountains, lakes, oceans, ponds, rivers, and streams. The non-water class can be represented by any other scene. Here, the non-water class contains subcategories with similar spatial and temporal characteristics; clouds/steam, fire, flags, trees, and vegetation. An example of each of the subcategories in the database is shown in Fig. 5 . All the videos are taken with a static camera, i.e. there are no large camera motions. Static cameras are employed here to be able to investigate the temporal and spatial properties of water in isolation. It furthermore allows us to quantify the performance of Table 1 : Overview of the detection results of the descriptors and their fusions, resp. without and with regularization.
our hybrid descriptor. In order to compute the quality of the computed detections, a binary mask is created for each video stating which pixels are water and which pixels are not. Care has furthermore been taken to maintain a large variety in scale and orientation of the water and non-water surfaces. We note that our algorithm does not explicitly assume a static camera. Both the pre-processing and the temporal descriptor assume a temporal window at a specific spatial location. The temporal window in turn forms a trade-off; a smaller temporal window increases the robustness to camera motion, at the cost of discriminative power.
Besides evaluating on the Video Water Database, a subset of 75 videos from the DynTex database [39] is also used for evaluation. The motive for this evaluation is two-fold. First, it shows that the algorithm is not tailored to the created database. Second, it provides a comparison for water detection against other non-water textures and objects. The selected subset contains humans, animals, traffic, windmills, flowers, and cloths. Since most of the named textures and objects will not be seen during training, the effectiveness of the algorithm on the DynTex database will provide insight into the generalization properties to unseen negatives.
Implementation details
For the temporal descriptor, the length of the signal constitutes a trade-off between discriminative prowess and practicality. As the focus here is on detection and accuracy, a signal length of m = 200 is used, with a resulting 200D feature vector. When combining the temporal and spatial descriptors before classification, the 200D temporal descriptor and 256D spatial descriptor are simply concatenated.
During training, 10 samples are retrieved from random locations for each frame of each training video, yielding roughly 750.000 samples to be trained by the Decision Forest. The main parameters of the Forest -the randomness and the number of trees -are set through validation [40] . For a test video, samples are extracted every 11 th pixel in width and height for each frame, followed by individual classification. For the regularization, an equal contribution of the unary and pairwise terms (i.e. λ = 1) has empirically shown to be most effective.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm for water detection, the primary components -temporal and spatial features extraction, fusion, regularization -are evaluated on the newly introduced Video Water Database. For this, the database is split randomly with equal ratio into a train and test split; equally among all subcategories.
Water detection in the Video Water Database
In Table 1 , an overview is provided of the detection results for the algorithm without and with regularization. Individually and without regularization, the temporal and spatial descriptors yield 78.9% and 86.1% detection accuracy. It is interesting to observe that the water descriptor yields good performance for water, while the spatial descriptor yields good performance for non-water. The complementary nature also comes back in the performance of the fusions of the descriptors. The best performance is achieved by performing early fusion, with an increase to 91.5% average detection rate. Early fusion is preferred here because of the large difference in true and false rates of the individual descriptors. In late fusion, the mistakes of an individual descriptor greatly influences the final detection result (due to the equal weighting of the probabilities). Early fusion however makes it possible to compensate for each others mistakes during training.
Next to fusing temporal and spatial information for local water classification, Table 1 also indicates the effectiveness of regularization. Enforcing label consistency among spatio-temporal cliques removes classifier outliers and results in a smooth final detection result. The combination of the hybrid descriptor and spatio-temporal regularization yields a final detection accuracy of 93.7%. In Fig. 7 , the final detection result is shown for a number of test videos.
Interestingly, the strong increase in performance for the hybrid descriptor is not because of a strong increase in true detection rate. Contrarily, it is the false detection rate that achieves a strong decrease; from 32.7% (temporal) and 13.3% (spatial) to 5%. This indicates that non-water elements might resemble water temporally or spatially, but not always spatio-temporally. The reasoning behind this observation is for a substantial part captured in Fig. 6 . In this Figure, two frames of test videos are shown, as well as the probability maps. In the probability maps, a blue colour indicates water, while a red colour indicates nonwater. In Fig. 6a , it is shown that the temporal descriptor can aid the spatial descriptor, while Fig. 6b shows that the spatial descriptor can aid the temporal descriptor.
Water detection in the DynTex Database
To further emphasize the effectiveness of the introduced algorithm and in order to investigate the generalization properties of the algorithm, the water detection is also performed on a subset of the DynTex database [39] . In total, 75 videos of water and non-water scenes are selected. For training the model, the train split of the Video Water Database is used, while the model is evaluated on all the selected videos from the DynTex database.
Since the videos form the DynTex database have been captured with a different intent than the Video Water Database, different water and non-water types are present in this subset. For water, elements such as drinking water and water surfaces during rainfall are present. For non-water, new elements include windmills, animals, humans, and traffic. As these elements are not present in the training videos of the Video Water Database, a proper detection and classification of these videos greatly depends on the generalizing properties of the algorithm.
In Table 2 , an overview is provided of the detection accuracies yielded on the DynTex subset. Although the numbers of Tables 1 and 2 are not directly comparable, the comparison does provide an indication of the generalization properties of the algorithm. Individually, the descriptors yield a lower detection accuracy on the DynTex database subset. However, the early fusion into the hybrid water descriptor results in a substantial boost from 76.7% (temporal) and 77.9% (spatial) to 91.3% detection accuracy on average. Table 2 ; the algorithm is able to generalize to previously unseen water and non-water subcategories. This result highlights the goal of the algorithm to capture the inherent properties of water.
Temporal

Water classification-by-selection
As a proof of concept and in order to compare the algorithm to a number of related papers, binary water classification is also considered. Here, the goal is to determine whether a video supplemented with a binary mask is water or not. The same training and testing splits are used as the detection task, while the manually created binary masks serve as binary masks to determine the foreground region.
For the introduced algorithm, the classification of a video is a function of the ratio of water and non-water pixels in the foreground region. Agnostic to any prior on the ratio of water and non-water pixels, a video is classified as water if the ratio of water pixels is at least 1 2 , otherwise it is classified as non-water. The classification accuracy of the algorithm is compared to multiple generic baselines from material and dynamic texture classification. In total, 4 algorithms are used as baseline methods. These baselines serve as general indicators of the complexity of the problem. The baseline algorithms include Volume Local Binary Patterns [30] , Linear Dynamical Systems [8] , Gabor filter bank distributions [20] , and optical flow statistics [23] . For Volume LBP [30] , a 2 14 -dimensional feature vector is generated for a video by means of histogram binning using the 14 direct temporal and spatial neighbours of sampled foreground pixels. For LDS, the whole video has to be used, as the number of pixels needs to match between a pair of videos. Here, the setup of Saisan et al. [26] is followed.
For the filter bank distribution [20] , a representation is generated by convolving frames with the rotation invariant MR8 filter bank [20] over the video. These statistics include characteristic direction, characteristic magnitude, divergence, and curl [23] . The optical flow baseline is performed both using the flow algorithm of Lucas and Kanade [41] and using the flow algorithm of Horn and Schunck [42] .
An overview of the classification accuracies is highlighted in Table 3 . On the Video Water Database, the hybrid descriptor outperforms both the individual descriptors (similar to water detection) and the baseline methods. In fact, the only baseline method that comes near the results of the hybrid descriptor is Volume LBP [30] . This result is not entirely surprising, as the purely spatial variant is pursued throughout this work as the spatial descriptor. Because of the descriptor length of Volume LBP (either 2 14 or 2 26 ), it is impractical to use it as a local descriptor in the proposed water algorithm. All other baselines do not meet the performance of the hybrid descriptor.
As indicated in the third column of Table 3 , all methods yield a lower classification accuracy on the Dyntex database. Although the numbers can not directly be compared to the numbers of the Video Water Database, the decline in performance of each of the methods provides a clear indication of the performance of the water algorithm. For the water algorithm, the hybrid and temporal descriptor indicate the best generalization capabilities, while the spatial descriptor reports a 8.5% decline (absolute difference). For the baseline methods, a decline of 11.1% and higher is reported. This result indicates that the introduced water algorithm not only outperforms the baseline methods, it is also able to generalize better to unseen water and non-water subcategories.
Both for the detection and classification tasks, it can be [23, 42] 75.0 55.4 -19.6 LDS [8] 67.4 56.3 -11.1 Flow stats (LK) [23, 41] 62.8 49.7 -13.1 noted that the final numbers are rather high. This is first and foremost due to the nature of the task; it is cast as a strictly binary problem. This means that if a local video volume or even a whole video of a tree is classified as fire, there will be no loss. As long as the water/non-water boundary line is not crossed, no loss occurs. Note however that this hardly makes the problem easy, especially from a purely local perspective. When treating each local video volume independently for classification, any form of contextual information is discarded. This is highlighted in Figure 8 . When looking at the whole frames, it is not hard to make out which one is water and which one is a cloud. However, purely based on the local squares, it becomes exceedingly harder to state which one is part of a water surface and which one is not. This indicates the complexity of a non-holistic approach to the detection problem.
Conclusions
In this work, the problem of detecting water in videos is tackled. As the specific problem of water detection has hardly been addressed in related work, this work investigates the temporal and spatial dynamics of water. First, a pre-processing stage is introduced that is aimed at removing reflections and water colours. After that, a hybrid descriptor and local detection algorithm are introduced for discovering water regions in a video. To evaluate the algorithm, the Video Water Database is furthermore introduced. Quantitative and qualitative evaluation show that the algorithm is able to robustly detect region of water in videos, with a high detection accuracy and a classification accuracy that outperforms algorithms from directly related fields.
